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Bipolar Episode Warning Signs

Staving off bipolar episodes can be both difficult, and unfortunately often times it can be unavoidable. They can
come about slowly, or rapidly without much warning. However, there are ways of telling when a new episode is
about to start, or when an episode has already started.

Identifying Your Own Triggers

It’s very important to identify what your own bipolar triggers are. Not only because they can cause a bipolar
episode, but also because catching them in time may help prevent one.

Bipolar episodes can be triggered by a variety of different things. Whether it be a stressor in your life, onslaughts
of severe anxiety, a separate mental illness, or even recreational drug use, they can all influence the likelihood of
having a bipolar episode. That being said, each individual is susceptible to different triggers. This is why it’s
important to be aware of what triggers influence you the most.

For example, if you find yourself being extremely anxious and you know that’s one of your triggers, set up an
appointment with a mental health professional. They may be able to provide you with the help you need to avoid a
bipolar episode altogether. Or, if you have a history of substance abuse during or in between your episodes, you
may want to seek professional help since some drugs can trigger episodes.

So What are Some Potential Triggers?

While many with bipolar disorder have different triggers, there are some common ones for many.

According to a study, published in ScienceDirect, of young adults from ages 18-30 with bipolar disorder, different
triggers were more influential for different individuals. However, the more interesting finding was that some
triggers were more likely to cause a hypomanic/manic episode, while others were more likely to cause a
depressive episode.

For manic/hypomanic episodes some of the triggers include stimulant use, late night partying, vacations, loud
music, and even falling in love. For bipolar depression episodes, some of the potential triggers include stress,
anxiety, lack of sleep, injuries, and decreases in physical exercise.

If you’re on medication, one of the most important things to do is to take it as prescribed, and NEVER make any
changes in regards to your medications without speaking to your doctor first. If something is wrong with your
medication, let your doctor know as soon as you can. They’re trained to handle dilemmas with medications, and
many times there are plenty of other medications they’ll be able to provide you with instead.

Signs That an Episode Has Already Started
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If this is your first bipolar episode, you may not have had the time/experience needed in order to identify your own
triggers. For people who haven’t had a previous episode, prevention may not be possible. Even for those who
have identified their triggers from previous episodes may find it impossible to prevent an oncoming bipolar
episode.

There are various signs that a bipolar episode has started. However, they usually tend to be different depending
on whether or not it is a manic episode or a depressive episode.

Bipolar Manic Episode Warning Signs

Manic episodes tend to be more in-line with euphoric highs. Severe manic episodes can cause psychosis which
often requires immediate professional attention. According to Mayo Clinic, a manic or hypomanic episode include
at least three of these symptoms:

Abnormally upbeat, jumpy or wired.
Increased activity, energy or agitation.
An exaggerated sense of well-being and self-confidence (euphoria).
Decreased need for sleep.
Unusual talkativeness.
Racing thoughts.
Distractibility.
Poor decision-making (spending money you shouldn’t, etc.).

Another symptom that is likely to occur during manic episodes is extremely vivid nightmares/dreams. These
aren’t limited to manic episodes, however, they seem to be more prevalent in manic episodes. Unfortunately,
these dreams can often be extremely disturbing or violent which makes sleep difficult at times.

Bipolar Depression Episode Warning Signs

On the other side of the mood spectrum, depressive episodes can also be extremely inhibiting. According to Mayo
Clinic, a major depressive episode includes five or more of these symptoms:

Depressed mood, such as feeling sad, empty, hopeless or tearful (in children and teens, a depressed
mood can appear as irritability).
Marked loss of interest or feeling no pleasure in all — or almost all — activities.
Significant weight loss when not dieting, weight gain, or decrease or increase in appetite (in children,
failure to gain weight, as expected, can be a sign of depression).
Either insomnia or sleeping too much.
Either restlessness or slowed behavior.
Fatigue or loss of energy.
Feelings of worthlessness or excessive or inappropriate guilt.
Decreased ability to think or concentrate, or indecisiveness.
Thinking about, planning or attempting suicide.

If you’re noticing significant changes in your mood, including some of these symptoms or others, it may be a
good idea to see a mental health professional.

Treatment and Perseverance

Bipolar disorder can be a difficult mental illness to deal with, however identifying your bipolar episode warning
signs, the onset of an episode, and your own personal triggers are half the battle. After this, you’ll be able to
inform your mental health professional in order to receive the best possible treatment as soon as possible. This
will help you take back control of your emotions and your everyday life.
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